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U.S. stock benchmarks opened a new quarter
positively. The S&P 500 gained 1.65% in the
opening week of July; the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, 1.21%; the Nasdaq Composite, 1.94%.
Overseas, stocks in developed markets, tracked by
MSCI’s EAFE index, rose 1.43%.
 
On July 3, the S&P posted its latest record close:
2,995.82. On July 5, stocks fell, slightly, after the
Department of Labor released its June
employment report.
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A good, small-business
invoice ideally states five
things: the timeframe the
company gives the client
to pay, whether the
client is permitted to pay
upfront, whether late
fees can be charged, the
kinds of payments
accepted, and if delivery
will occur before or after
receipt of payment.

“All our discontent at
what we lack results from
lack of gratitude for what
we have.”
 
-DANIEL DEFOE

Pronounced as one letter,
written with three, there
are only two letters in
me. I’m read from both
ends, and the same either
way. What word am I?
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LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE: What
is the difference between a
schoolboy studying and a
farmer watching his cattle?
 
ANSWER: One is stocking
his mind, while the other is
minding his stock.
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Analysts polled by Bloomberg
thought the economy would add
160,000 net new jobs in June.
Instead, the number was 224,000.
The headline unemployment rate
ticked up 0.1% to 3.7%; the U-6
rate, including the
underemployed, also rose 0.1% to
7.2%.
 
Before the large June gain was
announced, traders were
confident that the Federal
Reserve would adjust interest
rates this summer. This latest
hiring data called that confidence
into question.

The federal government plans to levy new import
taxes on $4 billion of food and beverages coming
from the European Union, the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative said last week. This would
complement the tariffs on $21 billion worth of
E.U. imports announced in April.
 
The U.S. and E.U. generate more than $1 trillion in
commerce through trade relationships. European
exports to the U.S., however, far outweigh U.S.
exports to the E.U.
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Monday, July 15 will mark the
start of the next earnings season.
Money-center banks report first,
followed by companies from a
variety of industries.


